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Value Context

ALL HERITAGE IS OUR HERITAGE

Physical structure or established practice
• the intrinsic value of heritage:
• economic, social, cultural and environmental values

Knowledge and Understanding  |  UN SDG 4 Quality Education
Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong 
learning opportunities for all 

• [Religious] Heritage – as place and an invaluable educational
resource 

SDG 4 Quality Education

SDG 4 
Quality 
Education



Value Context

UN SDG 10 Reduced Inequalities and UN SDG 5 Gender Equality
Reduce inequality within and among countries …and genders

Shared Understanding, Social benefits

• increased social cohesion, sense of community, improved well-
being, better health and learning outcomes 

Us and Them/Other/Migrant cultures amongst us: 
• important to build on international research and develop studies on 

the importance and impact of heritage on our health and well-being, 
and our economy, so as to focus future policy and investment

• Rooting out hidden bias

UN SDG 10 
Reduced 
Inequalities 

UN SDG 5 
Gender 
Equality



Value Context

Community gathering and Identity                  
UN SDG 11 Sustainable Cities and Communities 
Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and 
sustainable 

• [Religious] Heritage - a hub for community regeneration 
[quality of our villages, towns and countryside]

Sense of belonging, Human Kinship, Cultural and Spatial 
Orientation
• anchors a sense of place for communities across the country 

and for our global diaspora

Mosque in 
Visoko, BiH

UN SDG 11 
Sustainable 
Cities and 
Communities 

Mosque in 
Visoko, BiH



Environmental 
Sustainability

• Protecting Biological 
and Cultural 

diversity and 
Ecosystem Services 
and Benefits

• Strengthening resilience  
to natural hazards and 
climate change

Inclusive 
Social 

Development

• Contribute to inclusion 
and equity

• Enhance quality of life 
and wellbeing

• Respect, protect, 
promote human rights

• Respect, consult, involve 
indigenous peoples and 
local communities

• Achieve gender equality

Inclusive 
Economic 

Development

• Ensure growth, 
employment, income, 
livelihoods

• Promote economic 
investment and quality 
tourism

• Strengthen capacity-
building, innovation and 
local entrepreneurship

Fostering 
Peace and 
Security

• Conflict prevention
• Protect heritage 

during conflict
• Promote conflict 

resolution
• Contribute to post-

conflict recovery

SUSTAINABLE  
ARCHITECTURE 
AND HERITAGE



SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVE IN THE PROCESSES OF THE WORLD HERITAGE
Adopted at World Heritage Convention at its 20th session (UNESCO, 2015)

3 General 
Principles:

Human Rights - embedded in the UN Charter that underpin
the very possibility for dignity, peace and sustainable 

development;  it is therefore essential to respect, protect and 
promote these environmental, social, economic, and cultural 

rights

Equality: conservation and management of World Heritage 
properties should therefore contribute to reducing 

inequalities, as well as its structural causes, including 
discrimination and exclusion.

Sustainability: applying a long-term perspective to all processes 
of decision-making within World Heritage properties, with a view 
to fostering intergenerational equity, justice, and a world fit for 

present and future generations.



EU  AND THE NEW EUROPEAN BAUHAUS



• The design for a religious space presents a relatively rare, 
specialised and complex brief for any architectural practice; 

• The cyclical demand for a design of a religious space is 
dependent on many social, economic, cultural and 
environmental factors, mirroring the overall dynamics of the 
way we live; 

• A religious space is a part of a public domain and a public 
space, albeit usually adapted and customised to serve a 
distinct community; 

• The sense of belonging to a religious community is a special 
and specific ingredient of such public space but, equally,

• Every religious space, regardless of the form of faith and 
beliefs, commands respect, care and integrity of its 
sacredness for the communities.

IRELAND

MALTA

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DESIGN BRIEF



• Designing for a religious community as a (corporate/public) 
client

• Cultural sensitivity, research and knowledge, as well as 
dedication and skill in appropriate decision making during the 
design process. 

• Technical competences , assessing the risk for human health 
and safety, during and after the execution of works. 

• CPD- Specific architects’ additional training in professional 
practice during and after the study. 

• Shared responsibility:  for health and safety is shared among 
other disciplines in the design and construction teams.

ARCHITECTURAL SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES 



PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR ARCHITECTS -
Risk Assessment of vandalism or destruction of religious property 

• SMART  (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Timely) 
approach 

• A careful study of precedents (vandalism and destruction)
• Evaluation of the impact of measures included in the risk 

assessment
• Review of the existing Risk Assessment procedures within 

the Architect’s regulated role [Ireland: Architect’s role of 
Project Supervisor Design Stage and Assigned Certifier ; 
Main Contractor as Project Supervisor Construction Stage; 
Risk Assessment & Health & Safety Report; PII implications]



• Most architects favour a holistic approach to their 
design 

• Architects carry the project vision in mind until the 
completion of the project and help coordination with 
client/user, design and construction teams,and,  local 
planning authority;

• The complex technical or regulatory requirement 
cannot and should not be considered as a linear box-
ticking exercise, which cannot deliver holistic solutions;

• Each design project responds to a  specific client’s 
brief,  requirements of location, culture, etc.;

• Architects across Europe demonstrate the skill and 
dedication to their clients and their craft, as the 
selection of practices within the SOAR project shows

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
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HIGH QUALITY BAUKULTUR-DAVOS QUALITY PRINCIPLES-
Applied in the Assessment Criteria

• DIVERSITY
• GOVERNANCE
• SENSE OF PLACE
• ECONOMY
• ENVIRONMENT
• BEAUTY
• FUNCTIONALITY
• CONTEXT

ACE nominated Jury panel 
considered each entry using the 
the (selected) DAVOS Quality in 
Architecture elements with an 
additional specialist security 
aspect (SBD).



• Entries represent practices from Spain, 
Finland, Portugal, Romania, Poland and Italy

• Categories: newly built churches, extension, 
refurbishment and interior retrofits on 
existing religious site, intervention in public 
open space and phased revitalization works 
on a derelict structure;

• Two of the projects were not directly 
providing a religious community service, but 
instead had a valuable public functions 
(historic community use, identity and memory 
of a place); 

• Majority demonstrated the engagement with 
the contemporary design language to 
articulate external and internal spaces.

SELECTED GOOD PRACTICES

Old Town Mostar- UNESCO World Heritage 
Site



• The imbalance in multi-denominational representation among submitted works (predominantly 
featured Christian, mainly Catholic community spaces)

• The under-representation of Muslim and other religious communities could possibly be attributed 
to the geographic scope of the project partnership, limitations of the Call’s outreach through the 
conventional advertising method, or other factors.

• The SDB measures are a new element in the scope of architectural (and other professional) 
expertise and that the presented works modestly (or not at all) deal with such measures. 

• The submitted entries reflect the current practices and building activity in this domain in the 
partnering countries

• The further stages and scope of the SOAR project could draw conclusions on what future 
investigations are needed to address the balanced multi-denominational representation, as well as 
the need and scope for the SBD knowledge exchange, risk assessment, training and measures.

SELECTED FINDINGS



Thank you!

Contact: harrinse@tcd.ie


